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Abstract—Differential modulation is widely known as a prac-
tical alternative that provides a good tradeoff between receiver
complexity and performance. However, the available differential
schemes for wireless relay networks require perfect synchroniza-
tion and/or provide limited transmission rates. This paper pro-
poses a threshold-based differential decode-and-forward cooper-
ative scheme that not only alleviates the problems of synchroniza-
tion and rate limitation, but also efficiently exploits the cooperative
relay channels via the use of a predetermined decision threshold.
In the proposed scheme, the source information is forwarded by
the relay only if it is correctly decoded. The properly designed
threshold enables the destination to decide whether the received
signal from the relay contains information such that the received
signals from the source and the relay can be efficiently combined
and jointly decoded. Bit error rate (BER) performance analysis of
the proposed scheme is analyzed in the case of differential M-ary
PSK signals. The analysis focuses on the case when the relay is
able to judge whether each decoded symbol is corrected or not.
The obtained BER performance in this case serves as a perfor-
mance benchmark, and the proposed differential decode-and-for-
ward scheme can achieve it in an ideal situation that the error
propagation at the relay can be negligible. A tight BER approx-
imation is first derived, and then BER upper bound and lower
bound are determined. Based on the tight BER approximation,
joint optimum decision threshold and power allocation are numer-
ically evaluated. Both analytical and simulation results reveal that
the decision threshold and the power allocation depend on qual-
ities of the communication channels. Interestingly, when the link
quality between relay and destination is very good, the effect of
the threshold dominates the effect of the power allocation at high
signal-to-noise ratio. Extensive simulation results are provided to
validate the merit of the proposed scheme and confirm the theoret-
ical analysis.

Index Terms—Bit error rate (BER), cooperative diversity, de-
code-and-forward protocol, differential modulation, performance
analysis, virtual multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), wireless
networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DIFFERENTIAL detection, together with diversity com-
bining, is widely known as an attractive alternative to

coherent detection that provides a good tradeoff between
receiver complexity and performance in conventional commu-
nication systems. The technique is also useful for sufficiently
severe environment where phase and amplitude tracking for
coherent demodulation is difficult if not impossible. In differ-
ential phase-shift keying (DPSK) systems [1], the transmitter
differentially encodes input information in adjacent phase
difference of the two transmitted symbols before transmitting
the encoded symbol over fading channel. While perfect channel
state information is not required, an efficient differential de-
coding at the receiver relies on constant fading from one time
sample to the next. Such a slow fading assumption appears to
be realistic in many practical applications, and it is crucial for
performance analysis.

No need for channel estimation has attracted many re-
searchers to deploy differential detection in multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) systems [2], [3]. The differential
schemes in [2] and [3] omit the burden of multichannel esti-
mation, while provide significant performance improvement
without compromising bandwidth efficiency over that of con-
ventional single antenna system. However, the deployment of
multiantenna terminals may be difficult in some applications
because the mobile terminals are practically small. Recently,
an idea of resource sharing among users in wireless networks
has been introduced as cooperative communication paradigm
[4], [5]. By taking advantage of the broadcasting nature of the
wireless networks, the cooperative communications is able to
explore inherent spatial diversity through relay channels by
utilizing different kinds of cooperation protocols.

In [4] and [6], two possible cooperation protocols were
introduced according to relay processing: amplify-and-forward
(AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) protocols. In the case of the
AF protocol, while one user acts as a source node and transmits
its information, other users in the networks can act as relay
nodes. The relay nodes amplify the signal that they receive from
the source and forward the amplified signal to the destination.
For the DF protocol, on the other hand, the relays decode
the received signal and then forward the decoded information
symbol to the destination. Also, in [4] and [6], the outage
probability of the two cooperation schemes were analyzed. The
proposed works in [7] and [8] show an idea of user cooperation
for a two-user CDMA systems. In these schemes, both users
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simultaneously transmit information by using an orthogonal
code such that the effect of multiple access interference can be
reduced. Another cooperation technique called coded coopera-
tion was proposed in [9], in which the existing channel codes
are incorporated into the cooperation. The coded cooperation
achieves higher diversity by transmitting two portions of the
coded symbol separately. Specifically, the first encoded portion
is transmitted by the source itself, while the other portion is
delivered by its partners or relay nodes. Recently, rigorous
analysis on exact symbol error rate (SER) and optimum power
allocation for the DF protocol have been proposed in [10] for
two-user cooperation systems. The exact SER formulation and
optimum power allocation for the DF protocol for a more gen-
eral multihop scenario have been further investigated in [11]. In
[5], [12], and [13], an idea of distributed space-time coding has
been considered by which all cooperation nodes form virtual
antenna array and synchronously encode information using
existing space-time codes.

Most of the works in [4]–[13] assume that the destination
has perfect knowledge of channel state information (CSI) for all
transmission links. While, in some scenarios, e.g., slow fading
environment, the CSI is likely to be acquired by the use of
pilot symbols, it may not be possible in the fast fading environ-
ment. In addition, it is questionable as to how the destination
obtains source-relay channel perfectly through pilot signal for-
warding without noise amplification. Moreover, the computa-
tional overhead for channel estimation increases proportional to
the product of the number of transmit antennas and the number
of relaying nodes.

To overcome such problems and reduce receiver complexity,
various cooperative noncoherent/differential schemes [14]–[16]
have been proposed. In [14], symbol error rate analysis based on
the moment generating function method was provided for a spe-
cific two-hop relay systems with coherent detection and differ-
ential detection. In [15], a framework of noncoherent coopera-
tive diversity has been proposed for the DF protocol employing
frequency shift keying signals. However, the framework does
not fit to the DPSK modulation. Recently, a specific two-user
differential cooperation scheme was proposed in [16]. Never-
theless, the scheme relies on synchronization among users in the
networks, and the scheme provides limited transmission rate.

In this paper, we propose a threshold-based differential co-
operative scheme employing the DF protocol. The proposed
scheme not only alleviates the above-mentioned problems of
synchronization and rate limitation, but also efficiently exploits
inherent spatial diversity through relay channels by the use of a
predetermined decision threshold. In particular, the relay helps
forward the source symbol only if the symbol is correctly de-
coded. At the destination, the received signal from the relay is
combined with that from the source only if its amplitude is larger
than the threshold; otherwise only the received signal from the
source is used for the detection. A properly designed threshold
allows the destination to make a judgment whether the signal
from the relay contains the information such that the signals
from the source and the relay can be efficiently combined and
jointly decoded. We analyze bit error rate (BER) performance
of the proposed threshold-based differential DF scheme em-
ploying differential M-ary phase shift keying (DMPSK) mod-

ulation. We consider an ideal case where the relay is able to
judge whether each decoded symbol is correct or not. The per-
formance in this case serves as a performance benchmark, and
the proposed scheme can achieve it in an ideal situation that the
error propagation at the relay can be negligible. First, a tight
approximate BER formulation is derived. Then, for better un-
derstanding, the proposed scheme performance, we also pro-
vide BER upper bound and BER lower bound. Based on the
tight BER approximation, we jointly determine optimum deci-
sion threshold and power allocation for different scenarios. Sim-
ulation results are shown to validate our proposed scheme and
support our analytical analysis.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II out-
lines the proposed threshold-based differential DF scheme. In
Section III, we analyze BER performance and then derive a
tight BER approximation of the proposed scheme under the case
of perfect judgment on the decoding symbol at the relay. BER
lower bound and BER upper bound of the proposed scheme
are given in Section IV. In Section V, optimum threshold and
optimum power allocation based on the tight BER approxima-
tion are jointly determined. Simulation results and discussions
are provided in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the
paper.

II. PROPOSED THRESHOLD-BASED DIFFERENTIAL

DECODE-AND-FORWARD SCHEME

This section presents detailed descriptions of the proposed
threshold-based differential scheme for DF cooperation sys-
tems. As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a two-user cooperation
system in which signal transmission involves two transmission
phases. A user who sends information directly to the destina-
tion is considered as a source node. The other user who helps
forward the information from the source node is a relay node.
In Phase I, the source differentially encodes its information and
then transmits the encoded symbol to the destination. Due to the
broadcasting nature of the wireless networks, the relay is also
able to receive the transmitted symbol from the source. In Phase
II, while the source is silent, the relay differentially decodes the
received signal from the source. If the relay correctly decodes
the transmitted symbol, the relay differentially re-encodes the
information, and then forwards the encoded symbol to the
destination. Otherwise, the relay does not send or remains idle.
In both phases, we assume that all users transmit their signals
through orthogonal channels by the use of existing schemes
such as time division multiple access (TDMA), frequency
division multiple access (FDMA), or code division multiple
access (CDMA).

As will be shown in simulation results, the proposed scheme
achieves higher diversity gain than the noncooperative trans-
mission, and the obtained diversity is the same as that of the
distributed space-time coding scheme [12], [13]. Compared to
the distributed space-time coding scheme, the proposed scheme
does not require synchronization among nodes since the signals
from the source and the relay are not transmitted in the same
channel. However, the bandwidth efficiency of the proposed
scheme is less than that of the distributed space-time coding
scheme.

In Phase I, a set of information symbols to be transmitted by
the source is given by where is a set of
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Fig. 1. Threshold-based differential scheme for decode-and-forward cooperative communications.

information phases. In the case of differential M-ary phase
shift keying (DMPSK), is specified as for

. In this way, the source differentially
encodes the information symbol into the phase difference
between two consecutive symbols as

(1)

where is the time index, and is the differentially encoded
symbol to be transmitted at time . After that, the source sends
out with transmitted power to the destination and the
relay. The corresponding received signals at the destination and
the relay can be expressed as

(2)

(3)

where and are fading coefficients at the source-desti-
nation link and the source-relay link, respectively, and and

are additive noise. Both channel coefficients and
are modeled as zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables
with variances and , i.e., and ,
respectively. Each of the additive noise terms is modeled as

where represents the Gaussian noise variance.
In Phase II, the relay differentially decodes the transmitted

symbol from the source. Two consecutive received signals,
and , are required to recover the transmitted information at
each symbol period. By assuming that the channel coefficient

is almost constant over two symbol periods, the relay dif-
ferentially decodes based on the decision rule [18]

(4)

by which the CSI is not required. In the relay-cooperation mode,
the relay decides whether to forward the received information or
not according to the quality of the received signal. For mathe-
matical tractability, we assume that the relay can judge whether

the decoded information is correct or not.1 If the relay incor-
rectly decodes the received signal, such an incorrectly decoded
symbol is discarded, and the relay does not send any informa-
tion. Otherwise, the relay differentially re-encodes the correctly
decoded information symbol and forwards it to the destination.

In conventional differential detection, successful differential
decoding requires that the encoder differentially encodes each
information symbol with the previously transmitted symbol. In
this way, if the information symbols are sent every time slot,
then the information symbol to be transmitted at time is dif-
ferentially encoded with the transmitted symbol at time .
However, in the proposed differential DF scheme, the informa-
tion symbols at the relay are transmitted only if they are cor-
rectly decoded. Therefore, the transmission time of the previ-
ously transmitted symbol can be any time before the current
time . We denote such previous transmission time as for

, i.e., is the latest time that the relay correctly decodes
the symbol before time . In order to perform successful differ-
ential en/decoding, we let a memory at the relay (see Fig. 1)
store the transmitted symbol at time . Note that having a
memory does not increase the system complexity compared
to the conventional differential system. The difference is that the
memory in our proposed scheme stores the transmitted symbol
at time instead of time as does the conventional
differential scheme. The differentially re-encoded signal at the
relay in Phase II can be expressed as

(5)

where is the differentially encoded symbol at the relay at
time . We can see from (1) and (5) that the differentially en-
coded symbols at the relay and at the source convey the
same information symbol . However, the two encoded sym-
bols can be different since the relay differentially encodes the
information symbol with the symbol in the memory which

1Practically, this can be done at the relay by applying a simple SNR threshold
test to each received symbol. However, this may lead to some error propagation;
the effect of error propagation on the system performance is illustrated by sim-
ulation examples in Section VI.
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need not be as used at the source. After differential re-en-
coding, the relay sends the symbol to the destination with
transmitted power , and then stores the transmitted symbol

in the memory for subsequent differential encoding. In
this way, the received signal at the destination from the relay in
Phase II can be expressed as

if relay correctly decodes
if relay incorrectly decodes

(6)
where is the channel coefficient from the relay to the des-
tination and is an additive noise. We assume that is

distributed, and is distributed.
The received signal at the destination comprises the received

signal from the source in Phase I and that from the relay in
Phase II. As discussed previously, in Phase II, the relay may
forwards the information or remains idle. Without knowledge
of the CSI, the destination is unable to know whether the re-
ceived signal from the relay contains the information or not. To
allow the destination make decision whether to combine the sig-
nals from the source and the relay, we propose to use a deci-
sion threshold at the destination node (see Fig. 1). In this way,
the received signal at the relay-destination link with amplitude

greater than the threshold is considered as a high-poten-
tial information bearing signal to be used for further differential
detection.

Particularly, if the amplitude of the received signal from the
relay is not greater than the decision threshold, i.e., ,
the destination estimates the transmitted symbol based only on
the received signal from the direct link. On the other hand, if

, the received signal from the source and that from
the relay are combined together, and then the combined output
is jointly differentially decoded. Note that, for successfully
decoding, the differential detector requires previously received
signal to serve as a CSI estimate. Since the received signal from
the relay may contain the transmitted symbol or may be only
noise, we propose to use a memory at the destination as
shown in Fig. 1 to store the previously received signal at the
relay-destination link that tends to contain the information. An
ideal situation is to let the memory stores the received signal

only when the signal contains the transmitted symbol;
however, such information is not available since the destination
does not have the knowledge of the CSI. In order to efficiently
decode the received signal from the relay, the memory
is used to store the received signal whose amplitude is
greater than the decision threshold. If the threshold is properly
designed, then the signal in the memory corresponds to the
received signal from the relay that carries the encoded symbol
stored in the memory . With an assumption that the channel
coefficients stay almost constant for several symbol periods,
the signal in the memory serves as a channel estimate of
the relay-destination link and it is used for efficient differen-
tial decoding at the destination. Based on the multichannel
differential detection in [1], the combined signal before being
differentially decoded is

if

if

(7)

where and are combining weights, and repre-
sents the time index of the latest signal in memory , i.e.,
is the most recent received signal from the relay whose ampli-
tude is larger than the threshold. Note that different combining
weights, and , result in different system performances.
In Section III, we determine the BER performance in the case
of and ; these two combining
weights maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the com-
biner output when the destination is able to differentially decode
the signals from both source and relay. Although, these com-
bining weights are not optimum in general, they are optimum for
a case that signals from both source-destination and relay-desti-
nation links contain information and the corresponding channel
variances for these two links are the same. Based on the com-
bined signal in (7), the decoder at the destination jointly differ-
entially decodes the transmitted information symbol by using
the following decision rule:

(8)

III. BER ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the BER performance of the
proposed threshold-based differential DF scheme employing
DMPSK modulation. We focus on an ideal case when the relay
is able to judge whether each decoded symbol is correct. This
leads to a performance benchmark, and the proposed scheme
can achieve it in an ideal situation that the error propagation at
the relay can be negligible. First, we classify different scenarios
that correspond to different instantaneous SNRs at the combiner
output of the destination. Next, the probability that each sce-
nario occurs is determined. Then, we evaluate an average BER
performance by taking into account all the possible scenarios.

A. Classification of Different Scenarios

We classify in this section all different scenarios that result in
different SNRs at the combiner output. Recall that, if the ampli-
tude of received signal from the relay is larger than the decision
threshold , then the destination jointly decodes the
received signals from the source and the relay . Oth-
erwise, only the received signal from the source is used for
differential detection. Therefore, we can classify the scenarios
into two major groups, namely the scenarios that
and . In the case that , the SNR can be
simply determined based on the received signal from the direct
link. On the other hand, if , the SNR at the combiner
output depends not only on the received signals from the direct
link but also on that from the relay link. According to the deci-
sion rule in (7), if , the performance of the differential
decoder relies on the received signals from the source at the cur-
rent time and the previous time as well as
the received signal from the relay at the current time and
that stored in the memory . The received signals and

from the relay may or may not contain the information, de-
pending on the correctness of the decoded symbol at the relay
at time and time . If the relay decodes the symbol cor-
rectly, then the relay sends the encoded symbol with transmitted
power , otherwise, the transmitted power is zero. Thus, based
on the transmitted power at the relay at time and time ,
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Fig. 2. Two possible differential detection techniques at the destination; single-channel differential detection or two-channel differential detection, with six pos-
sible scenarios based on the currently received signal and the signal stored in memoryM .

we can further classify the scenarios into four different cate-
gories, namely (a) and , (b) and

, (c) and , as well as (d)
and . In the case that and ,
the received signals and convey the symbols and

, respectively. Since the relay differentially encodes the in-
formation symbol from the source with the symbol in the
memory , the SNR at the combiner output also depends on
whether the received signal used for decoding corresponds
to the symbol used for encoding. Therefore, the scenarios
under and can be further separated into
two cases, namely and . All of these six possible
scenarios are summarized in Fig. 2.

In order to facilitate the BER analysis in the subsequent sec-
tion, we define six different scenarios by as
follows. We let the first scenario be the scenario that the am-
plitude of the received signal is not larger than the threshold ,
i.e.,

(9)

When occurs, the destination does not combine the received
signal from the relay with that from the source. The second sce-
nario is a scenario that consists of three joint events, namely
the amplitude of the received signal is larger than the threshold,
the relay transmitted powers at both time and are equal to

, and the received signal stored in memory conveys
the information symbol stored in memory . Specifi-
cally, can be written as

(10)

The scenario is similar to the scenario excepts that the
received signal does not contain the symbol , i.e.,

. We express this scenario as
. The scenarios to correspond

to the scenarios that and either or is zero.
Under the scenario , the transmitted power is whereas
the transmitted power is 0. We express the scenario

as . Under the sce-
nario , the transmitted power is 0 whereas the transmitted
power is , i.e.,

. The scenario corresponds to the scenario that both
and are zeros. We define the scenario as

.
For subsequent derivations, we denote as the condi-

tional BER given a scenario and a set of channel realizations
including the source-destination link, the source-relay link, and
the relay-destination link. We also denote as the chance
that the scenario occurs given a set of channel realizations.
Accordingly, the conditional BER of the proposed differential
DF scheme can be expressed as

(11)

By averaging (11) over all channel realizations, the average BER
of the proposed scheme is given by

(12)

where represents the expectation operation.
In the following sections, we determine the chance that each

scenario occurs , the conditional BER , and
finally obtain the average BER of the proposed differ-
ential DF scheme.

B. Probability of Occurrence

To determine the chance that each scenario occurs, we first
note that the amplitude of the received signal depends on the
relay transmitted power or the correctness of the decoded
symbol at the relay. With DMPSK signals, the chance of incor-
rect decoding at the relay, i.e., , can be obtained from
the conditional SER [17] as

(13)
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where

(14)

is the instantaneous SNR per symbol at the relay due to the
transmitted symbol from the source, and

(15)

Similarly, the chance that the relay forwards the symbol with
transmitted power is determined by the chance of
correct decoding at the relay, hence

(16)

where is specified in (13).
Consider the scenario in which the amplitude of the re-

ceived signal is not greater than the decision threshold. By
using (13)–(16), the chance that occurs can be written as

(17)

The conditional probabilities,
and can be obtained from the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the random vari-
able . The received signal is a complex Gaussian

random variable with mean and variance , i.e.,

. If which results from
incorrect decoding at the relay, the received signal is a
zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable with variance

, and its amplitude is Rayleigh dis-
tributed. Hence, the conditional probability that is not
greater than the decision threshold given that the relay does not
send information can be expressed as [1]

(18)

If which corresponds to the case of correct de-
coding at the relay, then is Gaussian distributed with mean

and variance . In this case, is a Ricean-dis-
tributed random variable. The conditional probability that

is not greater than the decision threshold, given that the
relay sends the information with transmitted power , can be
obtained based on the results in [1] as

(19)

where

(20)

in which is the Marcum -function [18]

(21)

and is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the
first kind. By substituting (18) and (19) into (17), we can express
the chance that occurs as

(22)

The rest of the scenarios, to , are related to the situa-
tion when the amplitude of the received signal from the relay,

, is greater than the decision threshold . In these scenarios,
both the currently received signal and that stored in the
memory are used for differential detection at the des-
tination. In the proposed scheme, the memory stores only
the received signal from the relay whose amplitude is larger
than the threshold. This implies that the amplitude is
larger than the threshold. Therefore, the chance that each of the
scenarios to happens is conditioned on the event that

. From (10), the chance that the scenario occurs
is given by

(23)

Since the events at time are independent of the events at
time can be written as a product of the probabilities

(24)

The first term on the right hand side of (24) represents the prob-
ability that the relay transmits the decoded symbol with power

and the received signal from the relay is larger than the
threshold. This term can be reexpressed as

(25)

In (25), the chance that the amplitude of the received signal from
the relay is larger than the threshold given that the relay sends
the information can be obtained from (19) as

(26)

Therefore, using the results in (16) and (26), (25) can be
rewritten as

(27)

Next, we consider the second term on the right hand side of (24)
which represents the chance that the relay transmits with power

, and the received signal stored in the memory
conveys the information symbol stored in the memory
. By using the concept of conditional probability [20], we

can find that
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(28)

By using the result in (27), the term
in (28) can be evaluated

as . If the channels stay
almost constant for several time slots, then it can be further
approximated by . Note that the
derivation in (28) assumes an infinite packet size; however, the
impact of packet size on the performance is negligible because
the error propagation stops whenever one symbol is correctly
decoded at the relay and the destination. In addition, a chance
of having large is very small, as it corresponds to the case
when all consecutive symbols are incorrectly decoded at
the relay. By applying Bayes’ rule [20] and using the results in
(13) and (18), we can express the product term in (28) as

(29)

where the resulting approximation comes from approximating
by for all . Accordingly,

we can approximate (28) as

(30)

Hence, by substituting (27) and (30) into (24), the chance that
the scenario happens can be approximated by

(31)

Next, we consider the scenario which is similar to the
scenario except that the received signal stored in the
memory at the destination does not convey the symbol

stored in the memory at the relay. The chance that
the scenario happens is given by

(32)

Observe that the scenarios and are disjoint. Thus, the
chance that the scenario happens can be obtained from

as

(33)

where
. Since the signals at time and time are

independent, we can express as

(34)

By applying Bayes’ rule, the second term on the right hand side
of (34) is given by

(35)

The numerator on the right hand side of (35) is in the same form
as (27) with replaced by , whereas the denominator can
be calculated by using the concept of total probability [20]

(36)

In (36), the chance that the received signal is greater than
the decision threshold given that the relay does not send infor-
mation can be obtained from (18) as

(37)

Substitute (13), (27), and (37) into (36) resulting in

(38)

By assuming that the channel coefficients for any
transmission link from to , then from (27), (36), and (38), we
can determine the chance in (34) as

(39)

Now the chance that the scenario happens can be obtained
by substituting (31) and (39) into (33). We can express the prob-
ability as
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(40)

Following the same steps as used to determine
in (34)–(38), the chance that the scenario occurs can be ex-
pressed as

(41)

By substituting (27) and (38) into (41), we arrive at (42), shown
at the bottom of the page. Similarly, the chance that the scenario

happens can be determined as (43), shown at the bottom of
the page. With an assumption that the channels at time and
time are almost the same, we can see from (41) and (43)
that the chances that the scenarios and happen are equal.
Therefore, can be expressed in the same form as (42).
Last, the chance that the scenario occurs can be determined
as

(44)

Substituting (13) and (37) into (44), we have

(45)

C. Average BER Formulation

We provide in this section the conditional BER given the
occurrence of each scenario for . Using the
obtained conditional BER and the probability of occurrence
of each scenario from the previous section, we then derive
the average BER formulation for the proposed differential DF

scheme. The analysis is based on the assumption of perfect
judgment on each decoded symbol at the relay; the obtained
average BER will serve as the performance benchmark that the
proposed scheme is able to achieve when the error propagation
is negligible at the relay.

1) Conditional BER of Each Scenario: When the scenario
occurs, the destination estimates the transmitted symbol

by using only the received signal from the source. Let
represents the instantaneous SNR given that the scenario oc-
curs. Based on the conditional BER formulation for DMPSK
signals with single-channel reception [18], the conditional BER
for the scenario is

(46)

where the SNR is specified as [18]

(47)

(48)

and

(49)

in which is the constellation size. In (48) and (49), the pa-
rameter is a constant whose value depends on constel-
lation size. For example, and for DBPSK
modulation, and and for DQPSK
modulation [18]. The values of and for larger constellation
sizes can be obtained by using the result in [1].

The scenarios to correspond to the case that the des-
tination combines the received signal from the source and

from the relay. The conditional BER for these scenarios de-
pends on the combining weights and [see (7)]. Under the
scenario , the received signals from the source and the relay
can be expressed as

(50)

(51)

where and are the additive noise terms, and each
of them is zero-mean Gaussian distributed with variance .
Since the noise terms of the received signals from both direct
link and relay link have the same mean and variance, the SNR

(42)

(43)
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of the combiner output under the scenario can be maximized
by choosing the combining weights .
These combining weights are not optimum in general. However,
they are optimum in a scenario when signals from both direct
and relay links contains information and their corresponding
channel variances have the same values, i.e., . With
combining weights , the conditional BER
can be determined by using the conditional BER formulation for
DMPSK signals with two-channel reception [18]. Thus, we can
express as

(52)

where

(53)

and is specified in (49). The instantaneous SNR is given
by

(54)

For the remaining scenarios, namely to , the destination
also combines the received signal from the source and that from
the relay. However, the use of the two-channel differential de-
tection for these four cases are not guaranteed to be optimum
since either the received signals or from the relay con-
tain only noise. Up to now, the conditional BER formulation
for DMPSK with arbitrary-weighted combining has not been
available in the literature. For analytical tractability of the anal-
ysis, we resort to an approximate BER, in which the signal from
the relay is considered as noise when to occur. As we
will show in the succeeding section, the analytical BER ob-
tained from this approximation is very close to the simulation
results. The approximate conditional BER for the scenarios

, are , where

(55)

in which represents the noise power that comes from the
relay link given that the scenario occurs. The noise power

depends on the received signal from the relay at the current
time and that stored in the memory . Under the
scenario is given by . Under the
scenarios and , the relay does not send the information
at either time or time . These two scenarios result in the
same noise power such that . The
last scenario, i.e., , corresponds to the case when both
and does not contain any information symbol. The noise
power is equal to the noise variance .

2) Average BER: In what follows, we determine the average
BER for each scenario. Assuming
that the fading channels of different transmit-receive links are

independent, the average BER for the scenario can be ob-
tained by using (22) and (46) such that

(56)

Averaging over the Rayleigh fading channels , and
, the average BER under the scenario is given by

(57)

in which , and

, in which is a function of .
According to (31) and (52), the average BER under the sce-

nario can be approximated as

(58)

By averaging over all channel coefficients, we have

(59)

where

(60)
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The average BER under the scenario can be approximated
by . From (31),
(39), and (55), we can approximate the average BER under the
scenario as

(61)

Average (61) over all channel coefficients, resulting in

(62)

where

(63)

Under the scenario , the approximate BER can be expressed
as

(64)

By averaging over all channel coefficients, we obtain

(65)

where

(66)

Based on the chance that the scenario occurs and the con-
ditional bit error probability , we can see that the ap-
proximate BER under the scenario is the same as that under
the scenario , and, hence, can be expressed as in (64).
From (45) and (55), the average BER under the scenario can
be approximate as

(67)

By averaging over all channel coefficients, we have

(68)

where

(69)

To this end, we have completed the derivation of the average
BER for all possible scenarios. Finally, the average BER, ,
can be determined by summing together the average BER
for

(70)

in which are specified in (57), (59), (62), (65), and (68).
The average BER in (70) is based on an assumption of perfect
judgment on each decoded symbol at the relay. As will be shown
later, the BER in (70) is the best BER performance that the pro-
posed scheme is able to achieve.

IV. BER UPPER BOUND AND BER LOWER BOUND

We provide in this section BER upper bound and BER lower
bound of the proposed threshold-based differential DF scheme.
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Then, we show through computer simulation that, when the
power allocation and the decision threshold are properly de-
signed, the BER upper bound and the BER lower bound are
close to the simulated BER.

To obtain a BER upper bound, we first note that the condi-
tional BER for each scenario, , is at most . In ad-
dition, if the threshold is properly designed, then the chances
that the scenarios to happen are small compared to the
chances that the scenarios and happen. Therefore, the
BER upper bound can be obtained by bounding the conditional
BER , and by 1/2, we
have

(71)

where and are determined in (57) and (59), and
, and , are given in (32), (42), (43), and

(45), respectively.
To find a BER lower bound, we found that it is hard to obtain

the exact BER of and because the exact expressions
of the chances that the scenarios and occur involve the ap-
proximation that the channel coefficients are constant for several
symbol periods. In addition, the BER formulation given that the
scenario happens is currently unavailable. However, if the
power ratio and the threshold are properly designed, the chance
that the scenario occurs tends to be small compared to the
chance that the scenario occurs. Moreover, the conditional
BER under the scenario is larger than that under
the scenario . Therefore, the BER lower bound
can be obtained by bounding the conditional BER with

. In this way, the BER under the scenarios and
can be lower bounded as

(72)

where , which is evaluated in (39), is the chance
that the scenarios and occur. According to (31) and (52),
the average BER in (72) can be expressed as

(73)

By averaging over the channel realization, we obtain

(74)

where

(75)

Since the exact BER formulations under the scenarios 4, 5, and 6
are currently unavailable, and the chances that these three sce-
narios happen are small at high SNR, we further lower bound
the BER , and by 0. As a result, the BER of
the proposed differential DF scheme can be lower bounded by

(76)

where is determined in (57).
Fig. 3(a)–(f) compares the BER approximation (70), the

BER upper bound (71), and the BER lower bound (76) with
the simulated performance in the case of DQPSK modulation.
In Fig. 3(a)–(c), we consider the differential DF cooperation
system with , i.e., all the channel links
have the same qualities. We can see from the figures that the
approximate BER closely matches with the simulated BER, and
both the approximate BER and the simulated BER lie between
the BER upper bound and the BER lower bound. Moreover, the
system performance depends on the power allocation and the
threshold. By choosing proper power allocation and threshold,
not only the BER performance improves, but also the lower
bound is closer to the simulated performance. For example,
considering a system with threshold of and total transmit
power where and are transmitted power
of the source and the relay, respectively. By changing the
power allocation from to , the BER
performance is improved by 1 dB at a BER of , while
the performance gap between the simulated BER and the BER
lower bound is reduced by 2 dB at the same BER. This result
follows the fact that when the threshold is appropriately
chosen, the scenarios to occur with much smaller prob-
ability than the scenarios and . Even though the BER
under each of the scenarios to is larger than that under
the scenarios or , the average BER
are smaller. The BER is dominated by the BER under
scenarios and . Therefore, the performance gaps between
the bounds and the approximate BER is small if the threshold
is properly designed.

We have the same observations in Fig. 3(d)–(f) for a system
with , and . At a threshold of

, the performance can be improved by allocating more
power at the source and less power at the relay. This is in agree-
ment with the results in [10] which illustrate that the channel
link between source and relay and the channel link between
relay and destination should be balanced in order to achieve
a performance diversity of two. Interestingly, the performance
can be significantly improved by choosing a proper threshold
regardless of the power allocation. For instance, increasing the
threshold from 1 to 2, the performance of the proposed scheme
with equal power allocation improves 4 dB at a BER of .
At the threshold of , by changing the power allocation
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Fig. 3. DQPSK cooperation system: � = 1; � = 1. (a) P = 0:5P; P = 0:5P; � = 1; � = 1. (b) P = 0:8P; P = 0:2P; � = 1; � = 1.
(c) P = 0:8P;P = 0:2P; � = 2; � = 1. (d) P = 0:5P;P = 0:5P; � = 1; � = 10. (e) P = 0:5P;P = 0:5P; � = 2; � = 10. (f) P =

0:8P;P = 0:2P; � = 2; � = 10.

from to , the system performance is
further improved by only 0.5 dB at the same BER. This implies
that the effect of the threshold dominates; the performance does
not severely depend on the power allocation after the threshold
is properly designed.

Another observation obtained from Fig. 3(a)–(f) is that the
threshold depends on the channel link qualities. To be specific,

the threshold should be increased as the link quality between
the relay and the destination increases. For example, under the
scenario , the threshold results in su-
perior performance in the case of while the threshold

leads to better performance in the case of .
This observation can be explained as follows. When the link
quality between the relay and the destination is good, i.e., the
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channel variance is high, the received signal from the relay tends
to have large energy if it carries the information. As a result, by
increasing the threshold from 1 to 2, we reduce the chance that
the received signal whose amplitude is larger than the threshold
contains no information. Thus, with threshold of 2, the received
signals from the relay and the destination are efficiently com-
bined and, hence, resulting in better performance.

V. OPTIMUM THRESHOLD AND POWER ALLOCATION

Simulation results in the previous section show that the choice
of power allocation and threshold significantly affects the per-
formance. In this section, we determine an optimum decision
threshold and an optimum power allocation for the proposed
differential DF cooperation scheme based on the tight BER ap-
proximation in (70). To simplify the notation, let us denote

as the power ratio of the transmitted power at the source
over the total power . For a fixed total transmitted

power , we jointly optimize the threshold and
the power ratio such that the tight BER approximation in (70)
is minimized. The optimization problem can be formulated as

(77)

where represents the BER approximation as spec-
ified in (70) with and . Note that
the optimum power allocation and the optimum threshold are
jointly determined based on channel variances, not instant
channel coefficients. The destination needs to feedback the
obtained optimum power allocation in a form of a few informa-
tion bits through a control channel. The feedback information
is updated only when the network topology or the channels
change dramatically.

Fig. 4(a)–(f) shows the BER performance of the proposed
scheme with DQPSK signals as a function of power allocation
and threshold. In Fig. 4(a)–(c), we consider the case when the
channel variances of all communication links are equal, i.e.,

. The BER approximation is plotted
in Fig. 4(a) and its cross sections are shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c)
together with the simulated BER curves. Based on the approx-
imate BER in Fig. 4(a), the jointly optimum power allocation
and decision threshold are and . Fig. 4(b) com-
pares the cross-sectional curves of the approximate BER with
the simulated BER in the case of . We can see that the ap-
proximate BER is close to the simulated BER. Furthermore, the
proposed scheme with any threshold less than 1.5 yields almost
the same BER performance, and the performance significantly
degrades as the threshold increases more than 1.5. The reason is
that when the threshold increases, the chances that the scenarios

to occur increases, and, hence, the average BER is dom-
inated by the BER under these scenarios. Fig. 4(c) depicts the
approximate and simulated BER curves as functions of power
allocation in the case of the decision threshold . We can
obviously see that the power ratio of results in the op-
timum performance.

In Fig. 4(d)–(f), we consider the case of channel variances
. Fig. 4(d) depicts the BER of

the proposed scheme as a function of the power allocation
and the decision threshold . In this scenario, we can see that

the jointly optimum power allocation and decision threshold are
and . Fig. 4(e) shows cross-sectional curves

of the approximate BER and the simulated BER performance
under the same power allocation at . We can see that
the approximate BER closely matches to the simulated BER for
every threshold value. According to both the simulated BER and
the approximate BER, the optimum threshold for this case is
about 1.7. We show in Fig. 4(f) a comparison of the approximate
BER and the simulated BER with decision threshold
under different power allocation. Clearly, the approximate BER
follows the same trend as the simulated BER, and the optimum
power allocation is for the differential DF system with
decision threshold .

Fig. 5(a)–(c) shows simulated and theoretical BER curves
when the channel variances are
which correspond to the case when the relay is located near the
source. From Fig. 5(a), we observe that the joint optimum power
allocation and optimum threshold are and ,
respectively. Fig. 5(b) plots the BER curve as a function of
threshold at the optimum power allocation. It confirms our ex-
pectation that in this case the threshold does not significantly in-
fluence the system performance. This is because when the relay
is close to the source, the relay receives almost all the original
information from the source and, hence, forwards most of the
source information to the destination.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We perform computer simulations of the two-user coopera-
tion systems employing the DF protocol. The DQPSK mod-
ulation is used in all simulations. The channel fading coeffi-
cients are modeled according to the Jakes’ model [21] with the
Doppler frequency Hz and normalized fading param-
eter where is the sampling period. The noise
variance is . We generate channel realizations, and
the BER is computed for each SNR value when at least 100 erro-
neous bits are detected. The BER curves are plotted as functions
of , where is the total transmitted power. The power
allocation for the source node and the relay node are fixed at

.
Fig. 6(a) compares the performance of the proposed

threshold-based differential DF scheme to that of the dif-
ferential DF scheme with ideal relay but without threshold
and that of the differential DF scheme in which the relay
always forwards the decoded symbol to the destination and
no threshold is used. In Fig. 6, the ideal relay refers to the
case that the relay is able to perfectly judge whether each
decoded symbol is correct and forward only the correctly
decoded symbols to the destination. We consider the system
with power allocation , and channel
variances , and . From Fig. 6(a),
the proposed differential DF scheme outperforms the other two
schemes. The reason is that a decoding error at the relay tends
to result in an error at the destination. Hence, the performance
of the differential DF scheme with always-forward relay and
without threshold is worse than that of the proposed scheme.
In particular, the performance degradation of 11 dB can be ob-
served at a BER of . Adding a threshold at the destination
can reduce the chance that the incorrectly decoded signal from
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Fig. 4. DQPSK: Comparison of theoretical BER curves and simulated curves. (a)–(c) � = � = � = 1. (d)–(f) � = 1; � = 1; � = 10.
(a) Jointly optimum threshold and power allocation. (b) Varying threshold, P = 0:7P and P = 0:3P . (c) Varying power allocation, � = 1. (d) Jointly optimum
threshold and power allocation. (e) Varying threshold, P = 0:8P and P = 0:2P . (f) Varying power allocation, � = 1:7.

the relay is combined to the signal from the source. There-
fore, the proposed scheme yields superior performance to the
differential DF scheme with ideal relay but without threshold.
As shown in Fig. 6(a), the proposed scheme yields about 4-dB
gain at a BER of compared to the scheme with ideal
relay but without threshold. In Fig. 6(a), we also compare the

performance of the proposed differential DF scheme employing
DQPSK signals with that of direct transmission schemes em-
ploying differential and coherent BPSK signals. All schemes
have the same bandwidth efficiency; however, the proposed
differential DF scheme outperforms the direct transmission
schemes with differential detection and with coherent detection
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Fig. 5. DQPSK: Comparison of theoretical BER curves and simulated curves.
� = 1; � = 10, and � = 1. (a) Jointly optimum threshold and power
allocation. (b) Varying threshold, P = 0:5P and P = 0:5P . (c) Varying
power allocation, � = 0:4.

when the SNRs are larger than 12 and 16 dB, respectively. This
is because the proposed differential DF scheme obtains higher
diversity gain but requires larger signal constellation size than

Fig. 6. DQPSK with different cooperation schemes, P = P =

0:5P;� = 1; � = 1, and � = 10. (a) Comparison of different
cooperation schemes. (b) Effect of decoding error at relay.

the direct transmission; the effect of noise to the system perfor-
mance dominates at low SNR while the effect of diversity gain
dominates at high SNR. We also show the performance of co-
herent DF cooperative QPSK scheme with ideal relay, which is
considered as the coherent counterpart of the proposed differen-
tial DF scheme with ideal relay. Note that in the case of coherent
detection, the destination is able to determine whether the relay
sends an information or not from a channel estimation process,
and, hence, it does not require any threshold test at the destina-
tion. At a BER of , the differential DF scheme with ideal
relay but without threshold losses about 9 dB from the coherent
counterpart, while the proposed scheme is only 5 dB away from
the coherent counterpart.

Fig. 6(b) shows simulated performance in the case of non-
ideal relay, i.e., the judgment on the correctness of each decoded
symbol at the relay is not perfect. The simulation scenario in
Fig. 6(b) is the same as that in Fig. 6(a). In the simulation, the
probability that the relay makes incorrect judgment is at 2%,
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5%, 10%, and 15% of the total decoded symbols. It is obvious
from the figure that the performance degrades as the relay makes
more incorrect judgment. A small performance error floor is
also observed in this case. We can see that for an incorrect judg-
ment of 2% of the total decoded symbols, the performance curve
is slightly different from the ideal relay case at medium SNR
range. The effect of error propagation is quite obvious at high
SNR range. Nevertheless, the obtained performance is better
than the performance of the differential scheme in which the
relay always forwards each decoded symbol and no threshold
is used at the destination. In this case, we observe more than
8-dB performance improvement at a BER of . The result
in Fig. 6(b) indicates that it is also important to design a de-
tection scheme at the relay that achieves small judgment errors.
The problem of optimizing a threshold test at the relay and the
corresponding performance analysis of the system with imper-
fect judgment at the relay are further investigated in our future
work.

Fig. 7(a) and (b) illustrates the BER performances of the pro-
posed scheme with different thresholds. In Fig. 7(a), the power
allocation is and , and the channel vari-
ances are . We can see that the pro-
posed scheme achieves the performance diversity of two at high
SNR for any threshold. However, the performance degrades as
the threshold increases. Fig. 7(b) shows the BER performance
in the case of power allocation and ,
and channel variances , and . Obvi-
ously, different thresholds result in different BER performances.
The threshold of provides the best performance in this
scenario. Furthermore, if the threshold is too small, e.g., ,
not only the BER performance degrades but also the diversity
order is less than two. This is because when the threshold is
small, the destination tends to combine the signals from both
the relay and the destination. As a result, the incorrect decoding
at the relay leads to significant performance degradation at the
destination.

In Fig. 8(a) and (b), we study the effect of power allocation
on the BER performance for the proposed scheme with a fixed
threshold. In Fig. 8(a), we consider the cooperation system with
channel variances and a threshold

. We can see that the power ratios and
0.7 yield almost the same performances. When the power ratio
increases to , the performance degradation is about 2 dB
at BER of compared to the equal power allocation scheme.
This is due to the fact that at , small power is allocated
at the relay. Consequently, even though the received signal from
the relay carries an information, there is high chance that its
amplitude is smaller than the threshold, and, hence, the detection
is based only on the received signal from the direct link. Fig. 8(b)
depicts the performance in the case of channel variances

, and , and a threshold . We can see
that the performance improves as the power ratio increases from

to . The reason is that the relay-destination link
is of high quality while the threshold is small. With only small
power at the relay, the amplitude of the received signal from the
relay can be larger than the threshold. Therefore, by allocating
more power at the source, we not only increase the chance of
correct decoding at the relay, but also increase the SNR of the

Fig. 7. DQPSK: Different thresholds with fixed power allocation. (a) P =

0:7P; P = 0:3P; � = � = � = 1. (b) P = 0:8P; P =

0:2P; � = � = 1; � = 10.

combiner output. Based on the numerical results in Fig. 4(d),
the optimum power ratio for this scenario is at the SNR
of dB. Clearly, the simulation results in Fig. 8(b)
agree with the numerical results at the SNR of 16 dB. Moreover,
Fig. 8(b) illustrates that the power ratio of results in
optimum performance for the entire SNR range. At the threshold

, the proposed scheme with optimum power allocation
achieves about 5-dB improvement over that with equal power
allocation at a BER of .

Fig. 9(a) and (b) compares the performances of the proposed
differential DF scheme with different power allocations and de-
cision thresholds. We consider the case of

in Fig. 9(a), and the case of , and in
Fig. 9(b). From both figures, it is clear that the proposed scheme
with jointly optimum power allocation and optimum threshold
yield the best performance over the entire SNR range. In the
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Fig. 8. DQPSK: Different power allocations with fixed threshold. (a) � =

2; � = � = � = 1. (b) � = 1; � = � = 1; � = 10.

case of equal link qualities, i.e., ,
optimum power allocation and optimum threshold yields 2-dB
performance improvement at a BER of compared to the
scheme with equal power allocation and without threshold. In
addition, if the power allocation is optimum, the scheme without
threshold yields almost the same performance as that with op-
timum threshold. When the quality of the relay-destination link
is very good, e.g., , the use of optimum threshold
is more important than the use of optimum power allocation at
high SNR. Specifically, by properly choosing the threshold, the
proposed differential DF scheme achieves almost the same per-
formance for any power allocation at high SNR. As we can see
from Fig. 9(b), in the case of equal power allocation, using the
optimum threshold leads to more than 5-dB improvement gain
over the scheme without threshold at a BER of . With op-
timum threshold, the performance difference between the pro-
posed scheme with optimum power allocation and that with
equal power allocation is only about 0.5 dB at a BER of .

Fig. 9. DQPSK: Different power allocations and different thresholds.
(a)� = � = � = 1. (b) � = � = 1; � = 10.

VII. CONCLUSION

We propose, in this paper, a threshold-based differential de-
code-and-forward scheme for two-user cooperative communi-
cations systems. By allowing the relay to forward only the cor-
rectly decoded symbols and introducing a decision threshold at
the destination, the proposed scheme efficiently combines the
signals from the direct and the relay links. We provide BER
analysis of the proposed scheme with DMPSK modulation by
classifying six different scenarios which lead to different instan-
taneous SNRs at the combiner output of the destination. The
analysis focuses on the case when the relay is able to judge the
correctness of each decoded symbol. A tight approximate BER
expression is derived, and it serves as a performance benchmark
that the proposed scheme can achieve when error propagation
is negligible at the relay. The corresponding BER lower bound
and BER upper bound are formulated. The approximate BER is
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very close to the simulated BER curve, and it lies between the
obtained BER lower bound and BER upper bound. Based on
the tight BER approximation, we determine the optimum deci-
sion threshold and power allocation numerically. Both theoret-
ical and simulation results reveal that the optimum threshold and
optimum power allocation rely on the qualities of the channel
links. When the quality of the relay-destination link is much
larger than the other links, i.e., and ,
then the decision threshold is more important than the power
allocation at high SNR. For instance, in the case of DQPSK sig-
nals with equal power allocation, using the optimum threshold
results in more than 5-dB improvement over the scheme with
ideal relay but without threshold at a BER of . By fur-
ther using the optimum power allocation, the performance im-
provement is about 0.5 dB at the same BER. Simulation results
also show that the proposed scheme with DQPSK signals pro-
vides 11-dB performance improvement over the differential DF
scheme with always-forward relay and without threshold at a
BER of .
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